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Mesoscopic fluctuating domains in strontium titanate
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Spatial correlations between atoms can generate a depletion in the energy dispersion of acoustic phonons.
Two well-known examples are rotons in superfluid helium and the Kohn anomaly in metals. Here we report on
the observation of a large softening of the transverse acoustic mode in quantum paraelectric SrTiO3 by means of
inelastic neutron scattering. In contrast to other known cases, this softening occurs at a tiny wave vector implying
spatial correlation extending over a distance as long as 40 lattice parameters. We attribute this to the formation
of mesoscopic fluctuating domains due to the coupling between local strain and ferroelectric fluctuations. Thus,
a hallmark of the ground state of insulating SrTiO3 is the emergence of hybridized optical-acoustic phonons.
Mesoscopic fluctuating domains may play a role in quantum tunneling, which impedes the emergence of a finite
macroscopic polarization.
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In solids and fluids the energy cost of an elastic mod-

ulation h̄ω is set by its wave-vector q ( = 2π
λ

where λ is

its wavelength). This relation is encoded in the phonon dis-
persion ω(q). For long wavelengths, this energy is low, and
the phonon dispersion is linear in q, and the slope defines
the sound velocity. When λ becomes comparable with the
interatomic distance, the discreteness of the lattice in solids
gives rise to saturation of ω and a standing wave with a zero
group velocity. A few exceptions to this monotonic dispersion
are known, such as superfluid 4He [1] and metals display-
ing a Kohn anomaly in their phonon spectrum [2,3]. In the
case of helium, a phonon branch dubbed a roton displays a
minimum at finite q. Roton-like dispersion has been recently
identified in other quantum fluids [4,5] and has been predicted
to occur in chiral materials [6] or classical acoustic metama-
terials [7]. Broadly speaking, the presence of a soft acoustic
branch indicates a tendency towards local order driven either
by correlations between atoms and/or to the proximity of an
instability in the system.

In this Letter, we report on the observation of a large
softening of the transverse acoustic (TA) mode by means of
inelastic neutron scattering in SrTiO3, a quantum paraelectric
solid [8]. In contrast with other cases of roton-like disper-
sion, the softening occurs at a very small q ≈ 4 ×10−2 Å−1,
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pointing to the existence of mesoscopic fluctuating domains
as wide as ≈16 nm.

Ferroelectric ordering at low temperature is aborted in
SrTiO3 by zero-point quantum fluctuations [9–11]. The large
dielectric constant in this state has made SrTiO3 one of
the most widely used substrates for growing oxide het-
erostructures [12]. The bulk solid has recently become a
subject of renewed fundamental interest [13]. The tempera-
ture dependence of the dielectric constant has been associated
with quantum criticality [14–16]. The dilute superconducting
ground state which emerges upon doping [17] and its interplay
with ferroelectricity [18,19] has attracted much attention as
well as the electronic transport properties of the dilute metal
[20–26]. The phonon softening observed here introduces a
novel ingredient to this picture and may play a key role in what
sets the ground state of SrTiO3 [15,27,28] apart. We track its
origin to the coupling between a transverse acoustic branch
and ferroelectric fluctuations driven by the strong anharmonic
lattice dynamics.

Such as other perovskites, SrTiO3 exhibits a cubic structure
at high temperature [shown in Fig. 1(a)] that is distorted to
a phase with a lower symmetry phase upon cooling. Two
transverse phonon modes soften during this transition. The
first one, a TA mode located at the R point of the Brillouin
zone, attains zero frequency at TAFD = 105 K. This is the
well-studied AFD transition where two neighboring oxygen
octahedra rotate in opposite directions as shown on Fig. 1(b).
The second, a transverse optical mode located at the � point
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FIG. 1. Soft phonons modes in SrTiO3: (a) Lattice structure of
SrTiO3 the titanium atoms are in the center of oxygen polyhedras.
(b) View along the c axis in the antiferrodistortive (AFD) phase
below TAFD = 105 K. (c) Phonon spectrum in the cubic phase of
SrTiO3 along the M-�-R direction at T = 300 K according to
the temperature-dependent effective potential (TDEP) method (see
Ref. [29]). The inset: Brillouin zone of the cubic phase of SrTiO3. (d)
Temperature dependence of the TO soft mode at � (blue), associated
with the ferroelectric instability where cations and anions move in
opposite ways and the two TA modes at R (purple) and M (black),
associated with octahedra rotation of propagating wave-vectors Q =
(0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and (0.5, 0.5, 0), respectively. Open circle symbols are
the experimental data (see Ref. [29] for the energy scans). Square
closed symbols are the results found by the TDEP method. The inset:
energy curves of the R mode and that of the � mode shifted down
by 4.1 meV, and both plotted as a function of (T − TAFD)0.5 where
TAFD = 105 K.

(TO�) is associated with the motion of cations and anions
in opposite ways, saturates at ≈2 meV at low temperature
and gives rise to the quantum paraelectric behavior. Both
modes have been separately investigated by inelastic neutron
scattering [30,31], Raman [32,33], and optical spectroscopies
[34,35]. We performed a systematic study of the phonon
modes using inelastic neutron scattering at the �, R, and M
points over a very large temperature range 4–1400 K. The
obtained energy scans (shown in Ref. [29]) have been fitted
with a damped harmonic oscillator (DHO). The energies of
the fitted modes are reported in Fig. 1(d). The soft modes at
� and R have the same temperature dependence. In contrast
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FIG. 2. TA-TO coupling in the quantum paraelectric phase of
SrTiO3: (a) Energy scans at Q = (2,−0.05, −0.05) for T = 250 K
down to 4 K. Fits including a convolution with the experimental
resolution are shown in dotted lines (see Ref. [29]). (b) Intensity
of the acoustic (in red) and optical modes (in blue) as a function
of temperature. (c) Energy position of the acoustic (red) and optical
(blue) mode deduced from (a). We note a loss of intensity of the TA
mode below TAFD accompanied by a softening of the TA branch.

the M mode softens weakly and saturates at ∼ 9 meV. When
shifted by 4 meV, the energy of the � mode (ω�) perfectly
overlaps with the energy of the R mode (ωR) on the whole tem-
perature range [see the inset in Fig. 1(d)]. Given that the two
modes belong to two distinct phonon branches [see Fig. 1(c)],
this is remarkable. The two modes soften simultaneously from
1400 K following a mean-field-type temperature dependence
[31,36] with the same prefactor. This observation implies that
there is no primary mode driving the other one.

This experimental observation of the softening of the two
phonon modes at � and R points contrasts with what is
expected by density functional theory calculations based on
the harmonic approximation. They predict unstable modes
not only at the � and R points, but also at the M point
[44] where two neighboring oxygen octahedra rotate in the
opposite direction only on the (a)-(b) plane. This discrepancy
between theory and experiment can be removed by includ-
ing anharmonic effects in theory. This was performed with a
TDEP method, recently developed and applied to the phonon
spectrum of SrTiO3 [45–49], which renormalizes the energies
and the eigenvectors of the phonon spectrum. Square symbols
in Fig. 1(d) show the energy position of these three modes
found by our calculations at T = 300, 650, and 1000 K (see
Ref. [29] for more details). There is excellent agreement for
the R and M points and the relative temperature dependence of
all three modes. At the � point the theoretical energy position
overestimates ω� , such as in previous calculations [45–48],
suggesting that effects beyond phonon anharmonicity play a
role in accurately describing this mode.
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FIG. 3. Softening of the TA branch : (a) Energy scans at Q = (−0.017, −0.017, 2) for T = 4 K (in blue) and 100 K (in red). Low-energy
scans at (b) Q = (−0.025, −0.025, 2) and (c) Q = (−0.017, −0.017, 2) from 150 down to 4 K. Curves are shifted and renormalized to
underline the large softening shift of the TA branch. Fits with DHO including a convolution with the experimental resolution are shown in
dotted lines (see Ref. [29]). (d) Normalized temperature dependence of the TA mode at different Q vectors. (e) Comparison of the magnitude
of the softening of the TA branch with three different probes between 20 and 140 K: neutrons (this Letter), ultrasound [37–41], and Brillouin
[42,43]. Note the horizontal logarithmic scale.

A second manifestation of the anharmonicity at work in
SrTiO3 occurs at low temperature. Two peaks are visible in the
energy scan at Q = (2,−0.05,−0.05) [see Fig. 2(a)]. They
correspond to the TA (corresponding to the elastic modulus
c44) and the TO� modes. As the temperature decreases, the
softening of the TO� is accompanied by a dramatic loss of
intensity of the acoustic branch. This effect, discovered more
than 50 yr ago [31], is a consequence of hybridization between
the TO� and TA modes [50]. In Landau’s framework of phase
transitions, this is the result of coupling between the strain
and the gradient of fluctuations in the electric polarization
[51]. Only recently, it has been explained by a first-principles
approach invoking anharmonic coupling between the renor-
malized phonons [48].

Our systematic study of the temperature and Q dependence
(shown in Figs. 2 and 3) reveals two new facts. First, the loss

of intensity is enhanced below TAFD [see Fig. 2(b)]. Second,
and most importantly, it is accompanied by a large phonon
softening of the TA mode at a finite low Q vector. Measure-
ments at lower Q [see Figs. 3(a)–3(c)] show that the loss
of intensity affects the whole TA branch. However, soften-
ing is largest at lower Q. Figure 3(d) shows the temperature
dependence of the normalized amplitude of the softening,

�ωTA
ωTA(250 K) = ωTA(T )−ωTA(250 K)

ωTA(250 K) at Q = (H, H ,2) for H=−0.017
to −0.1. At H = −0.1 and T = 20 K, the softening was found
to be about 10%, in agreement with previous measurements
[31,43,48,52]. As H goes to zero, �ωTA

ωTA(250 K) increases up to
0.4 at H = −0.017, the lowest Q vector where the TA branch
could be measured in this Letter, see Ref. [29].

Interestingly, this result contrasts with the elastic constant
measured at lower energies by the ultrasound technique (in the
range of 10–100 MHz) [37–41] and Brillouin spectroscopy (in
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FIG. 4. Ground state of the quantum paraelectric SrTiO3: (a) Dispersion of the TO (green) and TA (blue) modes at high (dotted lines) and
low (full lines) temperature. The TA dispersion at T = 80 K assumes a constant sound velocity, v44 = 4800 ms−1 [38]. The TA dispersion at
T = 20 K is deduced from the softening (dotted line) shown in Fig. 3(e). (b) Sketch of the free energy vs polarization: the long-range polarized
order is not stabilized due to tunneling processes between the lowest-energy levels (dashed red and green lines) of the double-well potential.
The energy barrier between the two energy levels is labeled EB. (c) Sketch of a transverse elastic deformation over a length scale of �0 = 2π

q0
as wide as 40 unit cells along (1,0,0). (d) This leads to fluctuating polarized domains of mesoscopic size of both signs.

the range of 20 GHz) [42,43,53]. Figure 3(e) shows the magni-
tude of the softening between 20 and 140 K (closed symbols)
and between 80 and 140 K (open symbols) as a function of the
q values (=ω/v44 where v44 is the sound velocity of the c44

mode) probed using those three techniques. Both ultrasound
and Brillouin measurements show a sharp drop of v44 of 10%
at TAFD. Below TAFD, a smooth and weak variation of about a
few percent has been detected, in contrast with the 40% drop
observed by neutron scattering.

Figure 3(e) implies that the softening of the TA mode
upon cooling is most prominent at a finite q0 ≈ 0.04 Å−1

below TAFD (see the dashed lines linking the three sets of
low-temperature data). Note that one cannot exclude that the
softening occurs at a q vector below our lowest data point
and above what is resolved by Brillouin scattering, meaning
that �0 = 2π

q0
could be larger. In any case, the data imply the

existence of spatial correlation on a length scale of, at least,
�q0 � 40a ≈ 16 nm where a = 0.39 nm is the lattice param-
eter. The softening of the TO� is, therefore, accompanied by
structural fluctuations extending over mesoscopic distances.
We note that a similar softening can be found in KTaO3 [50]
around q0 ≈ 0.2 Å−1 pointing to the domain size five times
shorter than in SrTiO3.

Are these fluctuating domains intrinsic? In an extrinsic
scenario, the length scale would require a defect density of
2 × 1017 cm−3 in our undoped SrTO3 samples. Such a large
concentration is unlikely since, with controlled doping, one
can attain a carrier concentration much less than this and de-
tect their corresponding quantum oscillations [17]. Therefore,
our observation calls for an intrinsic mechanism invoking
coupling between two transverse modes. Such a scenario was
put forward as early as 2007 by Bussmann-Holder et al. and
co-workers [54], who found that coupling between the TO�

and TA mode generates dynamical polarizability and ferroe-

lastic clusters. However, the length scale calculated down to
≈40 K is ten times shorter than the one observed by our
experiment. A concrete evidence of the TO/TA coupling is
detected through the increase in the phonon linewidth of the
TA and TO modes that accompany the TA softening at low
temperature (see Ref. [29]).

Up to now, the quantum paraelectric regime of SrTiO3

was believed to be only driven by the soft TO� mode
[8–11]. In this picture, the ferroelectric order is aborted
due to quantum tunneling between two zero-point energy
levels (when kBT � EB, where EB is the barrier energy)
associated with two adjacent titanium oxygen bonds [see
Fig. 4(b)]. Our result reveals a missing ingredient to this
picture. The ground state of SrTiO3 is formed by a hybridized
optical-acoustic phonon mode where quantum fluctuations are
accompanied by fluctuating domains of mesoscopic length.
The vanishing of average polarization occurs, thus, in the
context of quantum tunneling processes involving about 105

(≈403) atomic unit cells acting cooperatively as sketched in
Fig. 4(c). This state can be viewed as an instanton liquid where
thanks to dynamic clusters, despite zero average polariza-
tion notwithstanding, the mean square of polarization remains
finite and may even increase with decreasing temperature
[55].

Hybridization between optical and acoustic phonons re-
ported here appears essential for understanding the unusual
thermal conductivity [56], the sizable thermal Hall effect
[57], the temperature dependence of the electric permittiv-
ity [14,15], and the dynamics of structural domains [58] of
SrTiO3. Our results would also impact the ongoing discussion
on the origin of the superconductivity in lightly doped SrTiO3.
Coupling between the electrons and the TO� mode plays a key
role in a number of theoretical scenarios [21,22,26]. We have
shown that a hybridized TO�-TA phonon mode is to be taken
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into account and may even change the understanding of the
ground state of quantum paralectrics [59].
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